Popular Education Associate

**Take on Wall Street** aims to build a financial system for Black, white, and Brown working families, not the big Wall Street banks. The Take on Wall Street campaign is a project of Americans for Financial Reform Education Fund (AFREF).

The Popular Education Associate will:

- Contribute to the development and expansion of the Popular Education program, including: helping schedule, design, staff, and facilitate trainings; helping update curricula; and conducting research for the creation of new curriculum modules
- Coordinate with AFREF’s Digital Director and Communications team on communications and digital strategies to help spread the word about/raise the profile of/raise awareness about the Popular Education program
- Help maintain and build relationships with grassroots, state, and national partners
- Support logistics for in-person and virtual trainings

Because of the interactivity and horizontal learning that are central to popular education, we aim to bring participants together in person as much as possible. While this position can be based anywhere in the United States, we will privilege candidates who have easy access to an airport and are available to travel roughly 2-3 times per quarter.

The ideal candidate will be a highly motivated self-starter with a passion for economic, racial, and gender justice, and have a demonstrated ability to work well with a diverse team of colleagues and allies. Additional strongly preferred experience and qualities include:

- An interest in learning about the nexus between the financial system and wealth extraction from people who are Black, Indigenous, or of color or who have lower incomes
- Experience with popular education or supporting trainings or leadership development activities
- Familiarity with community, campus, or labor organizing or with issue or candidate campaigning
- Basic graphic design skills and/or a visual eye and willingness to learn
- Strong written and verbal communication skills, including the ability to adapt language for a variety of formats and audiences
- Proficiency with major social media platforms, Microsoft Office, and Google Suite
- Comfort with managing multiple and simultaneous projects
- The ability to work independently and to collaborate effectively with colleagues and coalitions
- Strong attention to detail
**Compensation:**
Salary range: $50,000 - $60,000 commensurate with experience. Generous benefits, including medical, dental, vision, and 401K.

**How to apply:**
The Take on Wall Street campaign is housed within Americans for Financial Reform. Please submit your application with a letter of interest and resume via our candidate portal linked here.

Research has shown that women and people of color are less likely to apply to jobs when they don’t meet every qualification. We are interested in finding the best candidate for the job, so if you’re excited about this role, but your previous experience doesn’t align perfectly with the job announcement, please still consider applying.

*AFREF is committed to a workplace that reflects the diversity of America defined broadly and where the talent, skills and uniqueness of each staff member are respected. We are committed to a policy of equity for all employees and to equal opportunity for all applicants for employment without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity/expression, family responsibilities, or disability.*